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With Part VI of "Stamps of the Russian Empire Used Abroad" now in the nands 
of all readers, a pause seemed inevitable. After all, the contents of this work 
included the result of all research and finds made during the 100 years that have elapsed 
since the first Russian stamps were issued, and earlier volumes had been brought up-to
date by a lengthy supplement, coveririg almost the whole of the last volume in the series. 
,ith all available information now gathered, fresh discoveries could be expected to be few 
and spaced at distant intervals. 

This view seemed all the more logical when taking into account the very large 
number of specialists who had so actively collaborated in making this work possible. 
}embers of our Society are well aware of this situation, since so many of them spent a 
lot of time, effort and research in helping complete this study, which can be truthfully 
E-tated to be the result of their own work and endeavours at least as much as of those of 
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the authors, whose main duties consisted in accummulating the wealth of information 
supplied, and in compiling it into book form. 

Since Study Groups are so much in the limelight this year in the B.S.R.P., it 
might even be fashionable to suggest that the first of these groups began in actual fact 
to operate five years ago with the praparation of the "Used Abroad" series, and that, 
despite its unofficial character, it nana.ged to enlist the active co-operation and help 
of well over 100 enthusiastic followers, the bulk of these being members of our Society, 
but including also a good many non-member knowledgeable students all over the world. 

It thus happened that, as the volumes of the work succeeded each other, the 
movement gathered momentum rather than losing it, and, when the last Part appeared, the 
first reaction of many readers, as expressed in letters to the authors, was that they 
were sorry the work had reached completion, and they wanted more volumes of it. Coming 
on top of the well-known aversion of collectors for philatelic literature, which is so 
often bemoaned in the philatelic press, and after what Major Hopkins (in his review of 
Part VI in the "Postal History Bulletin") called, with his sparkling sense of humour, a 
"painless extraction" of a considerable sum from readers towards meeting the high costs 
of .production of this expensive work, this was indeed an amazing development. Even 
reviewers joined in expressing their regrets, and members will no doubt be aware of Mr. 
Rang's forecast in his review (in the May issue of "Gibbons Stamp Monthly") that many 
more Supplements would have to be published in the future. 

Well, it will certainly talce a good quantity of further finds to fill jhe 
96 pages of a further volume before a Part VII can be considered, but indications at this 
writing seem to be that these fresh finds will be continuing to pour in at an unabated 
pace. What actually seems to have happened is that alnost every reader of the books is 
now taking an active interest in this huntfor fresh material, which means that the 
publication of the series has set in motion an energetic body of a few hundreds of well
infomed students, thus providing our fascinating field with a measure of popularity and 
interest which it had never enjoyed in the past. 

This being the case, it is felt desirable to keep our readers aware at regular 
intervals with this intense pace of progress, and it is hoped·that the Editors of the 
B.J.R.P. will not object to use their columns for this Chronicle of the more important 
among the fresh discoveries in the "Used Abroad" field. This first list is limited to 
finds recorded up to the end of April, 1960. 

(1) CHIOS 

An unusual early marking from this Office has been co~I!!Unicated by Mr. T. 
l atuhin, of Istanbul. It will be found illustrated in Fig.10, (overleaf) and has been 
recorded on n cover franked with a pair of the 5k. 1872 issue of Levant. 

(2) JAFFA 
Fig. 11 and 12 (overleaf) arc of Types 4D and 9 of this Office, which were 

~queezed in as a last-minute addition into the text of Part VI at the time of the proof 
-reading, but could not be illustrated due to lack of space. Type 4D was reported by 
~r.V.Popov, from a cover franked with 5k. 1884 issue of Levant and sold in auction in 
Ierlin in October 1959. Type 9 was notified almost simultaneously by several readers, 
tut does not appear to be col:lllon, as it rena.ined in use for a few months only in 1914. 

( 3) MELA1'1BES 
The single-line marking of this Branch of the Provisional Post in Crete is 
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illustrated in Fig, 13, by courtesy of Brig. H.L.Lewis. Its existence was mentioned 
in a late addition to Part VI, on the basis of a communication fron Mr.P.J.Drossos, 
advising that the collection of Brig. Laris contained examples of this cancellation. 
At that time, Brig. Lewis was in the Far-East, but he submitted copies to Mr.Stephen 
upon his return to England~ and readers can now complete the information on existing 
values from this Branch as follows: 

3rd. Issue: 2 met. rose (SG 6) with Fig.13 in BLACK. 
4 th. Issue: _2 met. blue ( SG 30) with Fig.13 in BLACK. 
4th. Issue: 1 met. green (sG 32) with Type 13 in VIOLl."'T. 

It will be noticed that the cancellation reads MELAMPES in Greek: this is the 
correct spelling, as "MP" is pronounced "MB" in modern Greek. 

(4) HAGIOS GALINIS 
Mr.P.J.Drossos has supplied a fine map of Crete where all Branches of the 

Provisional Post are shown, and a reduced version of this, limited to the names of 
interest to "USED ABROAD" collectors, is reproduced at the beginning of this chronicle. 
As will be seen, HAGIOS GALiiHS is actually spelt HAGIA GALINI ( therefore feminine 
instead of masculine form). It is therefore entirely possible that the spelling on 
the cancellation used by the Provisional Post was erroneous, as the saint from whom 
this locality derives its name is unlikely to have changed sex in the intervening years. 

Before leaving the subject of Ha~os (or Hagia) Galini, it might be added that 
a further example of the 1 met. blue (SG 1), with the cancellation of this Branch in 
Violet, was recently sold at auction by the Mercury Stamp Company, of New York, and is 
now in the collection R.S.Blomfield. 

(5) KASTELI 
Mr.Blomfield also secured at the sarrie Mercury sale a 2 met. black 2nd. Issue 

on laid paper with the KASTELI cancellation in Type 1 in deep Black. This item is 
remarkable in being the first example on laid paper recorded from any of the Branches of 
the Provisional Post. It is a fresh addition to the Check-List in Part VI. 

(6) SHIP MAIL IN THE LEVANT 
Fresh additions in this field consist of a beautiful strike of the oval in 

Standard Type CC of the s/s "LAZA.REV" on 10k. 1890 re-issue of Levant, recently acquired 
by Dr.A.Kohane (Fig.14), and of a further exanple of the single-line "EKATBRINA II" on 
a 7k. 1909 issue of Russia (hitherto unrecorded) secured by this writer. Colour for 
both: VIOLEI'. 

Another problem cancellation believed to belong to this group has been submitted 
by Mr. I.B.Maslowski and is reproduced in incomplete form in Fig. 15, from a loose copy 
of the 20 para Romanov in his collection. As will be seen, it incorporates the Imperial 
eagle in the centre, but the inscription between the circles seems inverted in relation to 
the eagle. The only clearly legible word in it is R00SIISK •• apparently preceded by the 
ending •••••• ffij\.YA. Colour; VIOLET. Should filrY render have other inco□plete impressions 
likely to belong to this type, could he please communicate with the writer? 

(7) PERSIA 
Our new nember, Mr.Igor B.Mnslowski, again scores in this Chapter with a most 

sensational fresh discovery, illustrated in incomplete form in Fig.17, as appearing on a 
loose copy of the 5r. Arms 1915 issue of Russia. The word "P1'RSIYA", for PERSIA, 
uppears in full on the right half of this marking, but the las~ two letters of the name 
of the Officu aro w.ouE: visibl0 011 the fjtump. t 'hese consist of a "D" followed by the 
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usual "hard sign", pointing to AS'rER.-rnAD, a port ulre,.idy nentioned in ?art III as 
likely to have had a Russian Post Office. Note the serial letter "ve", indicating 
that at least three cancellers wore in simultaneous use at this Office, and denoting 
a rather heavy traffic. Although the writer spent two years in Persia checking 
cancellations on Russian stamps seen in collections or in dealers' stocks, this is the 
first instance known to him of the inscription "PJ:t1RSIYA" on a canceller. 

For good measure, Mr.Maslowski also secured, d short interval, two examples 
of the rare Gumbad-I-Kabuz cancellation, one being on 3k. i.rms 1909, and the other on 
3k. Ronanov, both values unrecorded so fur, therefor& fresh additions to the Check-List 
of this Office. 

~lr.P.T.Ashford rounds off the Persian chronicle with a tantalising incomplete 
marking (Fig.16), which seems to belong to some ship plying on the Caspian Sea. It was 
found on a 1 ahahi of the 1911 issue of Persia. The inscription "SHKHUNA" in the 
centre means "schooner", but the name of the vessel is not fully legible. The la..<:1t 
word of the inscription around the circle "SKLADOV", translates "Sl'ORES" (genitive form), 
and the wnding •••••• RNYKH which precedes it might be of "MILITARNYKH", in which case 
the marking may have belonged to a unit employed by the supply services of the Armed 
Forces during the first World War. Will sorae of our readers oblige with the missing 
parts of this unusual marking? Good hunting to all, and good luck. 

(8) KHAN.a.TE OF BUKHARA 
Our pioneer Used A.broad specialist, A.Cronin, he.a unearthed the first 

exa.~plo to be recorded from the Post Office of SHIH.ii.BAD (see Part III, page 253), in 
the form of an alI"lost complete strike on ?k. Romanov, with only the serial letter and 
star at bottom missing. This is illustrated in Fig. 18, and will no doubt greatly 
encourage our I:l8IlY read.ors now engaged in the hunt for copies from the re1naining Post 
Offices in the Khano.te. 

b'ul>-Types of the TERMEZ double-circles in Type 2 have been notified by Mr. 
Cronin with serial "a", and by Mr.Maslowski with serial "ve", and, as neither of these 
tallies with Fig. 388 in our Part III, it must be preSUI'led that this latter is of the 
datesbmp with serial. "bo". Examples of another early marking of 1'11!.""!1 BUKH.L\RA, similar 
to Type 3 of Charjuy lFig.365 in Part III), but with inscriptions reading NOVO-BUKIL'ffiSKAYA 
SilMi-'.RlC. OB. at top, have been reported by 1-lr.Maslowski with a serial "a" on a postcard 
franked with 4k. 1902 issue and dated 25.10.07, and on a loose 35k. swie issue dated 
12.9.08. The same type, but with serial "be" (capital letter) is applied ns a transit 
marking on a letter sent from Konstantinograd to Now Bukharn on 18.2.10, and redirected 
to Karakul (Fig.19). It is most unfortunate that the Postmaster of Karakul failed to 
apply an arrival marking on this letter, as this would c&rbinly have consisted of a 
double-circle typt: from this Office, no examples of which have been se8n so far. 
Illustration Fig.19 by courtesy of Mr.J.V.Woollum, M.P., owner of this cover. It will 
bo noticed thn.t the word "OBLA~"'T" is abbreviated to "OBL" on Mr. Woollam' s mwmple with 
serial "be", instead of "OB. 11

, as on Mr.?,fo.slowski' s oxrimples with serial "a". 

( 9) M.a.NCHURIA 
One mor,:: sedentary Field Post Office has be0n identified since publication 

of BJRP No.27, thanks to the kind help of Mr.M.Liphschutz, who secured throe pieces 
bearing Russian stamps of 1 or lOk. 1889 issu,., ~ cancdled with the single-circfo of 
No.18 POLE.VAY.A POCH. KONT. PRI.11.M. OKR. (Fig. 20 J , and showing in addition the date-stamp 
of the German K.D. FELD-POSTSTATION No.4. These pieces had been out frol'! "philatelic" 
postcards franked with stamps of various foreign Offices, us were then boing securt:d us 
souvenirs by IDaIJ¥ of tho participunts in the Intcrii.d.tioiwl J!JXpea.i tio:u uglunst tiie :Ooxers. 
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Dr.Wortman has ascertained that the German No.4 F.P.O. was operating at TONG-KU in 
July 1901 (date appearing on these pieces). It can therefore be taken for granted 
that the Russian No.18 F.P.O. was located in this same town (facing TA-KU)across the 
Hai-Ho river), which was of particular importance to the Russians, since it coIID!landed 
the railway leading from ~eking through Ta-Ku to Shan-Hai-Kwan and Russian-occupied 
Manchuria. 

As regards the civilian Post Offices, our member in Brazil, Mr.A.Prado, crune 
forth with an impressive array of fresh material, foremost among it being the first 
examples to be recorded from TAOLAICHAO (Fig.21), followed by further types from EKHO 
(Fig.22) and CHALANGTUNG (Fig.23), this latter also notified by Mr.K.Freyman of Cape 
Town. A second type from MULING (Fig.24) has been discovered by Mr.V.Popov, while 
Mr.Liphschutz owns a postcard sent from KHARBIN to Paris on 22.1.03, and displaying 
e cancellation of this town in Type 2 with serial "5", unrecorded so far. 

These, and other communications received from Messrs. Adler, Blomfield, Cronin, 
Fohs, Kethro, Kohane, Peel, Pritt, Salisbury, Stuart and Wortman, have resulted in sQ, 
many additions to the Check-Lists given in the Manchurian section of Part V that the 
full list is too long to be given in the unavoidably limited space of this chronicle. 

(10) SOVIET OCCUPATION OF LYAO-TUNG LEASEHOLD 
Two additional types of D.hLNY cancellations turned up in recent parcels 

of kiloware from Peking, a third unrecorded type was found by Dr.Kohane in another lot 
of similar kiloware, while a fourth fresh type was discovered by Mr.Stephen in the 
exchange packets of the China Philatelic Society of London (this latter on the Tien-im
Men issue for North-East Chine., which was current for a very short period in the 
Leasehold). These new types comprise several fresh departures nnd will be dealt with 
at greater length on a future occasion. 

(11) SOVIET OCCUPATION OF NORTH KOREl1. 
Much valuable information on this little-known subject will be found 

in a study by Mr.A.Cronin, entitled "A look at North Korea", and published in the New 
South Wales Philatelic Annual for 1955. 
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Some months ago, when studying the philatelic and other consequences of the 
Estonian War of Liberation of 1919, I ·came upon several references to an Ingrian 
battalion serving with the White Russian and Estonian armies and at times appearing as 
the spear-head of their attack. I had a vague memory from my schoold~s that Ingria 
was an old Russian Duchy but knew nothing of its nature or whereabouts. The usual 
reference books yielded no information at all, and therefore I committed the question 
to the admirable Research and Information Bureau run by Chambers's Encyclopaedia. 

Before dealing with their reply, I must detail what I knew already. The 
battalion seems to have made its first appearance among the force of White Russians 
organised by the Germans before their withdrawal in November 1918 to hold the town of 
Pskov under(?) General Wand.am. Later this force joined with Estonian troops to make 
the advance (under(?) General Rodzianko) on Petrograd in May 1919. The Ingrian 
Battalion proved the most effective unit and.it was they who stormed and captured the 
fort of Krasnaya Gorka, part of the land of defences of Kronstadt (another account says 
more modestly that "they persuaded their fellowingri~ in 1;he garrison to surrender"!). 
In June 1919 General Yudenitch incorporated the whole force in his North-Western Army, 
and as his imperialist ideas could not tolerate the existence of minority groups, the 
lngrians were disbanded. It seems evident that the Estonians picked them up and 
reorganised them, because another Ingrian battalion distinguisheu itself in the defence 
of the Narva line in the autumn of 1919. In the various accounts of all these events 
the p,:;ople are sometimes referred to under other. names than Ingrians, namely Ingers, 
Inhors and Inkeri, apparently their names in various other languages. The name Inkeri 
connected in my mind with the stamp issue of Pohjois-Inkeri, known to us and our 
catalogues as Ingermanland, and it seemed to me that this also might have been an 
Ingriar1 activity. If tlds was so, then there was probably some connection between the 
Ingrians and the Finns, a feeling that was confirmed on the arrival of Chambers's 
answer, which took the form of a long extract from a report on The Ingrian Finns published 
by "the Ingrian Committee" in Helsinki in 1935. The story it told is as follows. 

When in Bronze Age times the Finno-Ugrian tribes came out of Asia and found 
their way to the Baltic Sea, three of them settled round what is now the Gulf of Finland. 
At the mouth of the gulf on the south side were the Estonians, with a firm ethnographic 
eastern frontier on the River Narva that is still there. Opposite them, on the north 
side of the gulf, were the Finns, with no definite ethnographic frontier across the 
Karelian isthmus, a fact which has plagued them ever since. In between the two at the 
inner tip of the gulf and round the Neva River were the Votes, but these some time later 
we:te overrun by another Finnish tribe coming down from Karelia, the Ingrians. In 
mediaeval times all three tribes were under loose Russian domination until 1617, when 
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they all passed to Sweden for a century, during which they all became Lutherans and 
acquired considerable education and culture. Much of this was Swedish in origin and 
led to the use of Swedish words and names like Helsingfors and Viborg which have 
persisted to the present dey. At the beginning of the eighteenth century, Peter the 
Great threw out the Swedes, occupied the mouth of the Neva and began to build there his 
great new capital of St.Pet~rsburg. The city gre rapidly, populated almost entirely by 
Russian•immigrants, while the native Ingrians carried on in the country as farmers and 
finally as market gardeners to the City. So Ingria lost its character as a separate 
region and became merely a Guhernia of the Russian Empire. Nevertheless, the people 
were not absorbed, being Lutherans and educated, and always looked to Finland as their 
spiritual home. They were never happy under Russian rule and became serfs, but apart 
from that they do not seem to have been ill-treated until recent times, when they have 
received the usual treatment accorded to Russian minorities. 

The old province of Ingria. (in Finnish Inkeri, in Swedish Ingermanland) was 
divided into three aistinct parts: Northern Irigria in the Karelian Isthmus north of the 
River Neva; Eastern Ingria south of the Neva; and Western .Ingria between Eastern Ingria 
and the River Narva; a total area of about 15,000 square kilometeres. 
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The story from Chambers's however had little to say about the events of 1919 
- 1920 and I found it necessary to seek further information from Finland. There I was 
lucky to find some willing helpers and ended with particulars of a booklet by Mr.H.W.Wa.lli 
on 11Pohjois Inkeri" published in 1943 in Helsinki. This contained a full account of 
the "Ingermanland.11 stamp issue and a 3,000-word historical introduction dealing with the 
events of its time. I found out that there was a copy of this booklet (in Finnish) in 
the library of the Royal Philatelic Society and Miss Brooks was kind enough to let me 
have it for three months to enable. me to shake a certain emount of meaning out of it. 
rhe result is as follows: 

It was the abortive Russian Revolution of 1905 that first gave the Ingrians 
ideas about independence, and when the March Revolution of 1917 came, two representative 
meetings in April and September can be regarded as the beginnings of a nationalist 
movement. Training colleges, societies of young people and active co-o~rative societies 
fanned the new spirit and the fouundations of an Ingrian democratic movement came into 
existence. After the November Revolution of 1917 th~r~ ·•a.a cru:rot:1, wi.d it wt1.S uot w1til 
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the autumn of 1918 that the Ingrians could move ugain. They then sent a deputation to 
rinland, which was also engaged in a struggle for ind.ependenc&, seeking union with her, 
either for the whole province or at least for North Ingria. The Finns advised them not 
to pursue this idea but to try for autonom.y. Accordingly in October 1918 they begain 
to recruit and train a North Ingrian Regiment. 'l'hey turned next to the Estonians, wl!o 
wore engaged in their own war of liberation and seeking help of any kind. They were · 
favourably inclined and asked the Ingrians to form some representative body with whom 
they could negotiate. 80 on 31 January 1919, a Provisional Ingrian Administrative 
Commi ttGe (Hoi tokunta) was elected. The first task of this was to start a movement for 
autonomous education, and Finland arranged for an Ingrian envoy to go to Paris to report 
this to the Allies. During the summer of 1919 separate local organisations were formed 
in North and West Ingria. 

On 26 March 1919 the main Ingrian Committee made an agreement with the 
Estonian Provisional Government to form an Ingrian Volunteer Corps in Estonia, presumabl;;r 
round the nucleus already serving in the Pskov area. By May the strength was 402, and 
by June 2,258, under Major Nimos. On 14 Jw1E: under General Rodzianko the battalion 
made its attack on Krasnaya Gorka (Yhinfild). Later it was taken over by GGneral 
Yudenitch and Mr.Walli says (contrary to other stories) that it continued to serve with 
the North Western Army and took part in the advance to Tsarskoe Selo and in the subsequent 
disastrous retreat. It was next engaged in the Estonian defence of the Narva line, but 
on 2 February 1920 Estonia and Soviet Russia made peace at Tartu and that was the end of 
West Ingrian aspirations. 

While all this was going on in West Ingria, in North Ingria Ill8I\Y Finns joined 
the Ingrian Volunteers there and brought them arms. The Finnish Republic had been 
proclaimed on 17 June 1919 but conditions in the frontier region in the Karelian isthmus 
rer.uri.ned very disturbed. On 10 June 1919 the Ingrian Volunteers occupied the frontier 
village of Kirjasalo and built up a front to a strength of 1500 men under Lieut. Col. 
Elfvengrun, a distinguished Finnish soldier. By the end of July they had occupied some 
twenty villages. For the most part, however, it was a loose occupation and Kirjasalo, 
and a small group of villages round it, famed the solid part of the front. 

The North Ingrian front having been established, the formation of a local 
North Ingrian administration was proceeded with, and a first meeting was held mn 9 July 
1919 at Rautu, the nearest Finnish town. This sent a deputution to the main Ingrian 
Committee, who approved their plans, and on 14 September a meeting representative of the 
refugee population was held at Kirjasalo. This formed a North Ingrian Adminstrative · 
Committee, the first task of which was the care of the ever growing number of refugees, 
now nearly 10,000 people. They arrangod this with the Allied Red Cross authorities 
and set vigourously about raising funds in support. 

In the e~U"ly autwnn of 1919 hopes of independence were still being cherished 
in Kirja.salo. Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and Poland had achieved it; Fir.land was 
fighting for theirs; Ukrline, Georia and Caucasia were alread..v semi-independent; 
Yudenitch hod large forces in W8st Ingria and hopes that he would take Petrograd were 
high. Elfvengrun had over 2,000 ~en under ruT.ts and had penetrated deeply into Ingria 
ready to go further and join up with the North Western ArrfI'J and the West Ingrians when 
they assaulted the City. Even when Yudenitch was defeated ut the end of October, they 
hoped for a successor with better fortune. They had attacked as promised, but of course 
had afterwards to retree.t to Kirjasalo, which they held for another year against many 
attacks. When in the autumn of 1920, the Finns dpened peace negotiations with the 
Soviets, the North Ingrians were represented by a deputation, but they failed to get any 
satisfaction from the pence, which was signed at T~tu on 14 Octob~r 1~2u. v11 b iJecember 
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<irjasalo surrendeied and that was the end of the Ingrian episode. 

The philatelic consequences of all this were not large. In West Ingria 
there were none, as the Ingria..~ battalions were part of either tho White Russian or 
Latonian.armies, and their correspondence carne under the latter and was free. In North 
Ingria conditions were different owing to the presence of a considerable civilian 
population desiring cornnunications and 2,000 men on active service with relatives in 
!:'inland. Further, the adr.ri.nistration needed funds to support its refugees. This state 
of affairs produced the "Pohjois Inkeri" (North Ingria or Ingermanland) issue of stamps. 
I do not propose to go into details about these here, as it already has bean done in our 
pages by Mr.Kethro in No.4 and Mr.Frcwl'llm in No.6, but Mr.Walli gives some general notes 
on their use which are new. The issue was made definitely for the 13stablishl!lent of mail 
cornmunicatiQns between North Ingria and Finland. The Finnish Government on 30 January 
1920 gave its consent, provided that specimens of the stamps were submitted to the 
Finnish Postnl Authorities and that the regulations laid down by the U.P.U. were followed 
in all respects, including those concerning rates and charges. The North Ingria.ris 
accepted these conditions at a meeting on 11 February 1920 and the stamps were issued on 
21 March. As all mail was to go to Finland and as Finland was a member of the U.P.U., 
it was assumed that .North Ingria could send ~..ail to all members of the U.P.U., and I 
believe that specimens so used are known. They planned to open three post offices, one 
in what was left of Kirjasalo, one at Korkiamaa and one at Kohtakylfili, but the wintry 
conditions had isolated the last two and Kirjasalo was under fire. So they had to go 
back some miles to Rautu to operate there. Here the Finns gave them a mail room and in 
this the post office functioned (as Kirjasalo) throughout its existence. The mail traffic 
amounted to 50 or 60 items per day in civillian mail and an unspecified amount of military 
mail. The service appears to have continued. until 5 December 1920, just before Kirjasalo 
surrendered. 

Mr.Walli gives some interesting figures, all in Finnish marks, for the income 
which the North Ingria.ris derived from this activity. From January 1920 to January 1921, 
rougjly the period of the currency of the stumps, the "postal income" was 237,593 marks, 
or nearly two-thirds of the total income of the Comnittee. Mr.Walli goes on to show 
that over the whole period of its activity, the Committee was able very nearly to make 
both ends meet, with a total expenditure of 872,586 murks, to which "postal income" 
contributed 302,183 marks. 
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Over ten years ago an article by Mr.J.Barry was published in No.3 of the 
Journal, in which he distinguished four plates of the 35k. anl two of the 70k. I have 
now identified two plates of th~ 35k., with an additional state of Plate I which I have 
dubbed Plate IA, and am convinced that Mr.Barry's 3rd. and 4th. are in fact identical 
with Plates I and II respectively: a third plate is now added in the case of the 70k. 

A detailed list of the identifying features of the various plates follows. 
(Incidentally, the small letters "P 3" (in Russian) above the KOP label do not, as one 
fellow-member recently assured me he supposed, stand for Plate 3 - they are of course 
the initials of the designer, Richard Zarrin). 

No. 2 

5 
17 
34 
44 

46 
50 
53 
60 
73 

79 
80 
92 
96 
99 

No. 4 
13 
28 
32) 

and 33) 

35 KOP: PLATE I 

Break between O and P of KOP; two coloured dots at top of upright of K; 
coloured dot at top left of o. 
Break at top of O of ROSSIYA; damage to left hand ornaL1ent and scroll. 
ROSSIYA label redrawn. 
ROSSIYA label convex. 
Coloured dot to right of YA: additional curl in right hand scroll below 
ornament. 
White projection on left side of upright of K. 
Coloured projections on O, I and YA of ROSSIYA. 
Tail of right 5 short. 
Coloured dot inside second Sat the bottom. 
First S joined to frame of label; coloured dot in right 3, and two coloured 
dots in right 5. 
Two coloured dots in K; coloured dot in left 3. 
R6SSIYA label redrawn. 
Damage to plate above left 5 and white lino cutting R to right of the figure. 
Coloured flaws at foot of Rand at foot of left leg of YA of ROSSIYA. 
ROSSIYA label redrawn. 

35 K0P. PLATE II 

Break at loft top of KOP label; two coloured flaws at left top of O of KOP. 
Coloured dot in left 5; two coloured dots at top of right 5. 
As I. 2 + malformed right 3. 
Raised cliches. 
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No. 36 
39 

0 
IS 

m 

44 
48 
52 

~ 
IA ~, 

No. 54 
58 

66 
71 
82 
87 
91 
92 
93 
98 
99 
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Coloured dot in left 3; coloured dot in left 5. 
Coloured dots at foot of first Sand at top of second S of ROSSIYA; two 
coloured dots at left top of P; coloured flaw in right 5. 
Coloured flaw at top right of left 3. 
No serifs to SS. 
Coloured flaw below seconds. 

£,occqt 
1 17 

m 

£_ ~ 

rA .3.1 1r 1• 
.!Lt 33 

White flaws above and below P. 
Breaks at bottom of O and in first S of ROSSIYA; coloured dot at left of 
right scroll. 
Coloured dots beneath O and second S of ROSSIYA. 
Break in label below firsts. 
Dot in white surround of oval below second S; dot in right scroll. 
No serif in firsts. 
Breaks in ornament below R of ROSSIYA. 
Coloured dots in both Ss. 
Dot under second S; dot in right ball (below I) 
Dot inside seconds. 
Two dots in ball of Kand one in tail of right 3. 
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if!. I '1 

35 KOP.: PLATE IA. 

All varieties listed for Plate I, except No. 34, and, in addition:-

No. 7 Plate wear affecting right bottom of KOP label and left bottom of adjoining 
35 label. 

29 Plate wear affecting left scroll and ball below ROSSIYA label. 
32 Break in first S of ROSSIYA. 
33 Break in label below end between the two Ss. 
34 Plate wear affecting bottom of ROSSIYA label: whole of blue design between 

left and right balls absent. 
40 Left hand frame of right 35 broken, giving effect of a sharp blue dot about 

half way up frame. 

No. 5 
41 

No. 2 
3 

12 

70 KOP: PLATE I 

Defective YA in ROSSIYA. 
White flaw ('hook') in angle of left 7. 

70 KOP: PLATE II 

Break in frame of central oval below O of ROSSIYA. 
Break in inner frame line by right hand ornament. 
Break between I and YA. 
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No. 23 Coloured dot above O of KOP inside white surround of contral ovnl: two colour
ed dots at top right of right O. 

34 Coloured dot on sun, just inside edge at bottom right. 
Break in outer frame lin8 above I. 45 

47 
52 
64 
69 

83 

Break in right hand scroll below ornament. 
Two coloured dots inside frame below left O. 
Dot in right hand scroll below ornsment. 
Three breaks in frame of KOP label above K; coloured dats in O and P of KOP 
and in both figures O. 
0 of KOP broken at bottom. 

70 KOP: PLATE III. 

No. 7 Two coloured dots at left top of right O. 
9 Two dots in scroll below right hand scroll below orn8lllBilt. 

28 Coloured dot at left top of right O. 
41 Two coloured dots in left O. 

35 KOP. PLATE I. 
Dealing first with the three redrawn labels, I 17 shows extensive dama.gi:; to 

the orr..aments below the label, while the O and the first Sare slightly different and 
wider spaced than is normal: in addition the small triangle at left top of the label 
is almost entirely absent. In I 80 ~he only perceptible damage is a slight retouching 
to the projecting curvr::s of the two scrolls: here a.gain the O and the first S are as in 
I 17. In I 99 there is extensive retouching in the whole ornrunentation below the scroll 
and here only the R appears to be normal: the O and the first Sare widely spaced and the 
0 has a much larger centre. The left leg of the YA is spidery and the white centre to 
the loop of the letter is quite differently shaped. ']he evidence seems very strong that 
the whole - or at least most of eheh label has been entirely redrawn. 

I 50 has two smcl.l coloured projections on the O, one on the outer edgo, about 
halfway up on the left, and one inside nt the bottom: on tbe I the dot is at the bottom 
right and on the YA inside the loop at the bottom right. In I 60 the dot is very small 
and not attached to the letter. 

I 73 is very extensively 'spotted': besides those listed there ore three blue 
spots in the white surround of the centrcl oval at top left, one in the white ball below 
and the I and othersin the Kand O of KOP. 

In I 92 the white frrnne line at the top of the left 35 slants downwards to 
the right for most of its course and n white line runs across the top pf the R to the 
right of it. 

35 KOP. PL.ATE I.A. 
There cru1 be no doubt that this is a late state of Plate I ruid in support of 

this the following points iu-e made:-

.1...E A close examination of this stamp will reveal the faint beginnings of 
the flaw as a tiny white curve in the body of the letter. 
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~ Here again the outer blue frune line of the central oval is faint and 
broken where it touches the scrol:t. and bull beneath the R of R0SS.~YA. 

~ Here again the demage has progressed, the small coloured dot now being 
quite separate from the scroll. 

~ The tail of the first S is missing, though alwa,ys present in Plate I. 

I have so fer seen two complete sheets of IA, both with the 250 rouble 
surcharge of November 1922 - the 'philatelic tax' stamp; in addition I have a used copy 
of IA 7 and Mr.E.F.Nowman a copy of IA 40 with 3k. postage due surcharges. News of 
further sheets or identifiable singles from this plate would be welcomed. 

35 K0P, PLa.TE II. 
II 28 is peculiar in that it reproduces all the peculiarities of I 2 and seems 

to be a slightly different state of the identical cliche: it can be distinguished by a 
tiny dot in the loop of the Ya and the right hand figure 3. The tail of this numeral 
is misshapen and the blue colouring defining the lower edge of the serif, horizontal 
member and downstroke is an irregular curve, not three straight edges as in a normal copy. 

In II 54 it will be noticed that there are also two small coloured spots, one 
on the side of the O and one at the bottom of the right leg of the P. II 71 should not 
be confused with IA 33: the break is slightly more to the left and the lineto the right 
of the break is curved upwards in II 71. On II 92 there is one small dot in the first 
Sand two in•the second, one above the other, the lower in precisely the same position as 
that in the firsts. 

gp K0P, PLATE I. 
I cannot unfortunately illustrate either I 5 or I 41, in which I confess to 

following Mr.Barry's article: I do have a copy of the latter, but a postmnrk effectively 
prevents an accurate drawing being nade. 

70 KOP, PLATE II. 
II 2 is really a double break, with a sharp dot of colour in the centre of 

the break. 

t/l!Jt&Fi/:)P I PLATE III. 
There is little worthy of comment or illustration here: Mr.Barry has a complete 

sheet, which has yielded only the varieties noted. Since examining this, I have come 
~cross another variety which is either I 73 or III 73: probably the former since it is 
so marked that I feel I would not have missed it on examining Mr.Barry's sheet ! This 
has coloured dots in the loops pf the Rand YA, inside the O, between the Rand O, and 
to the top left of the first S. 

The above information is not claimed to be exhaustive, since no minor variety 
of which I have not seen at least three has been admitted to it. 

I should like at this point to express my thcnks to Dr.A.H.Wortman and Mr. 
John Barry for lending me material, and to Mr.Borey in addition for his co-operation 
in checking the varieties of the 35k. Mr.J.Fawcett and Mr.E.F.Newman have also been 
1Lost helpful in bringing various varieties to my notice. 

To any critic who has already written me off as a 'flymark philatelist' I 
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would explain that I fully agreG yhat rnnn.y of the vurietics in the listinG are of little 
interest in thc:mselves. They aro howuvt,;r of considcrc.ble help in loco.ting the sheet 
position of more inter,lsting vnrioties in the v:.irious surcharged issues whore sheets 
i~ blocks of nn.Y size arc much more difficult to conu by. These surcho.re,>ed issues will 
form the subject of lat6r articles. 

l ER'FOR.aTION. 
This is actually 13-k rather than the catalogue' s 13½ and both values are 

found with a very rough perforation ('pin-_perf.'), the 35k. being u deal coII1r.10ner than 
the 70k. 

Tho 35k. occurs with perforations badly misplaced, both horizontally and 
vertically; o.lso doubly porf. horizontclly. 

IMPERFOfulTES. 
The 351c. is well authenticated and all copies I have seen belong to Plate I 

and are from sheets bearing the 'blue lines' referred to below. 

I am entirely at one with Mr.Barry in rejecting the claim of the 70k., all 
copies I have seen are from sheets imperf. at the top margin with trimmed perfs. on three 
sides. My collection includes a copy 'imperf. at top' which escaped the faker's scissors: 
this must be a great deal rarer than tho 'imperf.' ! 

I have a front with both varioties postrnarkrnl LOSINOOSTROVSKAYi. MOSK. G. 
12.2.18. It will be noted that this is four months prior to the earliest dated copy 
mentioned in Mr.Barry's article (3.6.18) and shows that they were known very.shortly 
after the stamps were issued. 

::JIEl!.""l' flllffiKINGS 
I know of nono for the 70k. but sheets of the 35k. occasionally have blue dots 

in the margins. All three plates of the 35k. have blue horizontal lines, somewhat over 
2 mm. wide, n.t top and bottom of some shlilets. 

tiHADES 
The 70k. is feirly constant in colour, but the lower vclue ranges fro~ palo 

rtl.lky blue to i11di6'"0. . In ad.di tion there are ul tror.mrine and a very distinct and scarce 
shade which I can desc1·i be (with some di ffidenco ! ) only as turquoise. 

The toned paper vcrioties referred to by Mr.Barry are due to a brovmish 
crackly gum which is occn.sionnlly found on both values • 

. PI<'F5'ETS 
Both Jvlr.Burry und lu-.Fawcett have copies of the 35k. with complete off-sots 

of the d<::sign and I huve an inperf. with 14k. postage due surcharge. I have not soon 
n copy of the 70k. 

CHALK LINES 
Here c.gain I must tak:0 issue with the catclogue. S.G. lists both valu•;e 

without chalk-lines, tho 35k." at 7/6d., the 70k. at 10/-, P.J1d the 35k. only with chalk
lines back and front at 15/-. 

Both Sides. The 35k. in co11po.rativoly common, but I have so far seen only 
singles of the basic stamp and identified only Plate II. Since ray sheet of IA with the 
250 R. 'philatelic tax' surcherge is chalk-lined on both sides, r· prosUJ!le strunps froo 
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Plate I may also be found. 

The 70k. is much scarcer, but I hnve a single which is II 23 and a block of 12 
from Plate III. 

No Lines. I have a block of four from the top of the sheet, with upper lllafgin, 
of the 35k., one of the stamps in the top pair having the letter I joined to the YA ot 
ROSSIYA at top as well as bottom, and a pair of the 70k. numbers 99 and 100. In neither 
case can I identify the Plate. I rate this variety scarce to rare for both values. 

On Back Only. Mr.Barry mentions this variety but I have not seen it. 

While large blocks and even complete sheets of the mint stomps are reasonably 
common, they are hard to come by used and in that state even singles are quite desirable. 

I am fortunate to possess:-
(a) a parcel card from PODOORE, NOVGOROD, postmarked 19.11.19 to PmROGR1ID 

bearing 68 copies from Plate II, including numbers 1750 in an unbroken block. 
(b) another from BOROVICHI, NOVGOROD, postmarked 22.11.19 to PmROGRAD with 40 

copies from Plate III, including unbroken blocks of 20 and 16. 

Apart from the imperfs. referred to earlier, I have seen no used copies earlier 
than 3.6.18 given by Mr.Barry: my latest is a 70k. cancelled SHALANOVSKOE ORENB. VOL. 
PRAVL. 2.5.20. Copies of both values were used in Riga during the Bolshevilt occupation 
in 1919, and cancelled with the normal Latvian canceller. 

FORGERIES 
Mr.Fawcett has shown me what is apparently a forgery of the 70k. This is on 

m£-dium wove paper without chalk lines and P. 11½. The figures of value and the lettering 
are very poorly executed and quite different from the original: the colour is redct~~ 
brown. 

ESSAYS 
Essays of the same design for 

lk. and 2k. values, in orange brown and 
green respectively exist. 

There is also an essay in black 
for an unadopted design of somewhat 
similar nature which is ascribed to this 
issue. The block illustrated was 
acquired from the Stibbe collection. 
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AN OlJTS'.rANDING- COVER 

FROM THE COLLECTION 

OF SIR PERCIVAL AND LADY DAVID. 

We are illustrating a wrapper from the collection of Sir Percival. and Lady 
David, particulars of which they kindly sent to Messrs. S.D.Tchilinghirian and w.s.E. 
Stephen, authors of the series "Stamps of the Russian Empire Used Abroad". .Although 
it bears no Rusaian stamps, it has a definite Russian interest. This wra:pper is 
dealt with in 'Used Abroad' Part VI (which was published earlier this year) but lack 
of space precluded an illustration therein. 

It is a wrapper of the North China Daily News, franked with a Chinese stamp, 
and addressed to Baron Gabriel de Gunzburg at &"hanghai. In the meantime, the Baron 
had moved to Chefoo, and from there to Port Arthur, aikl the wrapper was re-forwarded 
to these various towns. At Chefoo, the Chinese P.O. delivered it to the Russian 
P.O., which applied to it a Postage Due marking for 4 kopeks (as listed and illustrated 
in Part VI). The Russian P.O. or- Chefoo then sent the cover to Port Arthur P.O., 
where it received an arrival cancellation which happens to be the earliest date 
recorded so far for the Port Arthur Office i.e. July 5th. 1898. 
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Ul<J2.AiN£ 

After the Plate number (or letter) a letter in brackets indicating its 
position, thus:-

ai\\tti 
be 

lit l 11 F 
. ,. /...-

cl~ 't. 
0 

Then the District - Ch = Chernigov; K = Kiev; Kh = Kharkov; Kn= Kherson; 
N = Novobilitza; 0 = Odessa; P = Poltava; Pod= Podolia; T = ·Townsend types (Gomel); 
Y = Yekateri.noslav: W = additionally surcharged for 'Wrangel. 

Then follows the type where necessary, but note KI = Kiev Type I single 
hand.stamp (normal); KIM = also with multiatamp. K2 = Kiev type 2 five hand.stamp; 
K2S = also with single hand.stamp and K2(S) = single hand.stamp only, usually the type 
of single hand.stamp is given, thus K2a. 

Colour of the overprint is not given when normal, but is shown after the 
type where there is any doubt. b = black; bl = blue: r = red; v = violet. 

Items repnrted but not confirmed are marked "R". 

Perf, 

lk. 3 (letter) (a) R by Hughes 0n Kiev type,? private perforation. 
1 (a KIM: Che: 02: 03: KhI: K2: K3: Y: Yv?: YW: Pod.la,4,13c. 
1 b KibR: K2R. 
1 e YW. 
2 a K2: K3: 02: 02W: 03: Khl. 
2 b K2R: Khl. 

2K. 1 a Pod.la: 2: 6b: 8a: 12b: 12d. 
1 e Kl: K2M: 01: Y: Plv: Pod. la: 3b: 4: 5a: ?, 13c: 14c. 
2 a Khl: Pod. la: 4, 8a. 
2 b Pod.la. 
2 e K2: OI:06a: KhI: Y: Piv: Pod.la, lb, 4, 5a, 7, 8d, Pod. 9aa, llbb, 16c. 

3k. I b KhI. 
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We are pleased to be able to publish the first article resulting from the efforts of 
one of the newly formed Study Groups under the aegis of l1r.C.W.Roberts. Congratulations 
to tho team! Mr.Roberts points out that the list given here is a vast improvement 
on any hitherto published, including, as it does, particulars of over 600 sheets. It 
is not suggested that even this lengthy list is complete, so if any member has any 
further information, will he please send it to Mr.C.W.Roberts, Shepton House, Shepton 
Beauchamp, Ilminster, Somerset. 

3k. 

4k. 

5k. 

7k. 

1 (fl 2 (a 
2 (b 
3 (b) 

8 !a 1 a 

K2: KhI: Y, Piv: Pod. 14c. 
K2; KhI. 
K2: 02: KhI: Y. 
K2: 04: Y. 
02: KhI. 
KhI. 
02. 1 b 

1 (e 
2 (a 
2 (b 
2 (e 
1 (e) 
2 (e) 

K2S: K3: 02: 04: KhI: Y: YW: Pod.4. 
KhI. 
02: KhI: Y. 
K2S: K3: KhI: Piv: Pod.4. 
KI: Ch: K2S: KhI: .Y: Pod.la, 8d. 

(foot round) K2: Y. 
(foot square) KIM: K2S: K3: 05d: Piv: Pod.12c, 14c. 

3 (e T2v. 
1 (e Pod.14b, 16a. 
1 (f Y. 
3 (f Y: YW. 
4 (a Y. 
5 (a 02: 02w. 
6 (al 02: .Pod.la, 3a, Sa, 8d. 
7 (a K2S: OI: 02: KhI: Y: Pod. la. 
8 (a K2: 02: Y: Pod. la, lb, 4, 8a, lOa. 

(b) 02. 
The blue number is always in position (a), the black in position (b). 
bar between the numbers. 

1 2 K2. 
1 3 04, Pod.la. 
1 5 Tiv: Tib: T2v: T2b: T3v: T3b. 
2 .A I Y. 
2 2 02: Y. 
2 5 04. 
3 2 02: KhI. 
3 3 K2: or. 
3 5 K2S. 
4 A I 02: Pod.la. 
4 (horizontal) 2. Y: Pod.lOd. 
4 5 K2S. 
5 3 YW. 
7 2 Y. 
7 3 Kh.I: Pod.la. 
7 5 Pod.la.lOd. 
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10/7k. 

10k. 

14k. 
15k. 

25k. 
35k. 

50k. 

?Ok. 
iR. 
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8 2 04. 
8 
4 

3 
? 

05a: Y: Pod.la, 12b, 13c, 14B. 
black no. cut off. K2S. 

7 ? do. Pod la. 
? 2 Blue no. cut off. Po('l,.12d. 
? 3 do. 01: Y. 
? 5 do. K3. 

Without bar between the numbers. 
1 A I Pod.la. 
2 2 02: Y. 
2 3 Y. 
3 ? R (Hughes) 
1 e Pod. la. 
2 a Y. 
3 a Y: Pod.la. 
3 e 06a: Khl: Y. 
4 e KIM: Y: YW: Plv: Pod.la, 14n. (also with Kh type "Rub" surcharge) 
5 a KI: 05a: Y. 
6 a 02. 
7 la K2Ss 03: Khl: Pod.la. 
8 (a K2S. 
7 ? and 88 inverted in black. 03. 
3 (red - horizontal) (e) 01: 02: 02 inverted ovpt: Y. 
1 (e K2: K3: 01: 03: Khl: Ys Pod.la. 
2 (a Y. 
2 !e K2S: K3: 03: Khl: Y: Plv: Pod.la, 12b. 
3 b K2S: 02: Khl: P0d.la, 3a, 8d, 9a, 12c. 
2 e K2. 
4 (e K2: 03: 03W: Khl: Y: Plv: Pod.la, lObb, 16a. 
5 le K2: Y: Pod.lOa, 14b. Gomel I. 
2 b K2: 02: 04: Y: Piv: Pod.la. 
2 a K2. 
5 e KI: Ch: K2S: K3: OI: 02: 03: 04: Khl: Y: Pod.la; Iaa, 12d, 14a. 
5 e KIM: K2S (also background omitted): K3: 01: 02: 03: Khl: Y: YW: 

Piv: Pod.la, 3a, lOc, 12e, 13bb, 16c: Nr. 
2 (e) With large horizontal bars. KI. 
Bars only 02: 04. 
2 (b) K2: 03 invert£tl ovpt: Y. 
Tho first no. is light brown, the second dark brown. 
Sheets of' 40 with three vertical bars. 
2 (b) 8 !cl K2d, f, g. 
2 ( b) 9 c K2g inverted background. 

3 (b) 2 c K2f. 
3 (b) 9 (c) k2a, c, f, g. 
Sheets of 50 with 6 double "Vs". 
2 (b I (c) K2c, f, 04: 05b, c, d: 06a, b: Kh2. N. 
2 (b 4 (c) Kh3. 
2 (b 8 (c) K2d,ee, f, g: Kh2 and 3 mixed, Kh3: Pod.la. 
2 (b ? (cut off) K2a. 
3 (b 2 (cl K2a, b, d, ee, f, g, 05b, c, 06a., Kh3: Pib. 
3 (b 9 (c K2a, c, d, ee, f, g; Kh3: Ped.la. 

? 2 (c Kh2. 
The other Rouble values have no Plate numbers. 
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Imperf. 

lk. 

2k. 

3k. 

4k. 

5k. 

15k. 

20k. 
35k. 

50k. 
70k. 
IR. 

B (bl K2: K3: OI: 02: 03: OIW: 02W: Khl: Y: Pod. la. 
B (e 02. 
I (a 03. 
I (e Kl: K2S: K3: 04: KhI: Khlv: Y: YW: Kn: Tlv: Tib: T2v: T2b: T3v: T3B. 
2 (e) K2(S): K3: Y: Piv. 
3 (letter) (b) ChB: K2S: K3: OI: OH/: 02: 03: 04: Khl: Y: Piv: Pod.la. 

(e) K2c 02. 
Thin 89/90 at right. 02 without plate fault. 

I (e) KI1 K2S: Klintzy: 02: 04: KhI: (Kh3 reprint): Y: Piv: Pod.la, lb, Sb, 

2 (e) 
35 

I (b) 

T2v: T3v. 
KI: K2: K3: KhI: Y: P0d.la, 14b: Tiv: Tib: T2v: T2b: T3v: T3b: OIB • 
.american print across bottom. K2S. 
Werkstatt "Viktor" Nr. 8. K2. 
KIM: Ch: K2S: K3: OI: 02: Y: Pod. la, 2, 9a, Pod. 16na, 16d. 
with 2 at right (badly cut) as well. Pod. la. 

2 (bl KIM: k2S: OI: OIW: 02: KhI: Y: Piv: Pod. la:, llbb. 
2 (e K2: OI: 
2 (g YW. 

4 (f KhI. 
3 (Letter) orange (a) K2 (wide margin) 
I (e KIM. 

i !(~:e ~i: K2. 
I MI: K2: KhIR (Hughes) Tiv: Tib: T2v: T2b: T3v: T3b. 
2 K2: 05a: KhI: Y: Tiv: Tib: T2v: T3b. 
3 Pod. la, 8d. 
4 (e K3: Pod. 2: 6a. 
5 (b Pod.Sb. 
I~ !bee OI: 02: 03: Y: Piv: Kn. 

K2: OI: 02: 04: KhI. YR with blue bar in middle false cut. 
K2S. 

4 (e Y. 
5 (e KIM: KI .Arnold type: K2S: K3: OI: 02: 03: Y: KhI. 

(iUl sheets of this value believed to have this No.) 
5 (e) 03: Pnd. 6a. d~. 

.ii.ll sheets seen have no Plate No. 
Sheets nf 50. 

2 (b) I (c) KI: Zhitomir I: K2a, b, c, d, ee, eerv, g; K3: 04: 05a, b, c, d: 
06a: lth2 inverted overprint: Kh.3: Y: Pib. 

!:cl K2f (inverted background). 
- Zhitomir I: K2a, b, c, d, ee, f, g, g bl: K3. 

KI: K2a, b, c, d, ee rv, f, g, K3: 04: 05a, b, c, d: Kh2: Kh3: i !~H 
~ ~~~ 

Pib: Pod. la. 
5 (cc) 05b. 
9 () K2a, c, d, f, g,1 K3: Y. 

The other Rouble values have no Plate numbers. 

The Editor would be pleased to hear from other Study Grnups as soon as they have 
results for publication. 
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i#f OVAL POS(ftiAllll.S '?tusst A 

A NOTE FR.OM l{{IRT ADLER._ 

(The following notes should have been added to the comments of Mr.Kurt Adler 
published in Journal No.27. It is regretted that the items were not published together 
in the same number). 

BOCHKAREVO (see previous notes in Journal 27) lies between Kharbarovsk and 
Vladivostok. 

GEORGTu"'VSK - SVIATOI KP..EST. Georgievsk is on the line Minerali Vodi to Baku, 
next stop to M.Vodi; Sviatoi Krest lies on a branch line to NE. 

GURDZHAYANI - UNORIS - UK.ALI should read GURDZHAYANI - TSNORIS - TSKALI. 
Line presumably completed after date of map. Gurdzhayani is on the Tiflis-Telav line: 
Tsanoris-Tskali lies to the SE. (In 1912 Tiflis and Telav were connected by automobile) 

KURGANNAIA is east of ARMAVIR. 
LABINSKAIA is east of KURG.ANN. 

KURSK - Y.AMSKOI should read KURSK (gorod) - KURSK (Y8IllSlCoi) i.e. a local 
line connecting the Kursk station of the Moacow/Kiev/Voronezh railway with the Kursk 
station of the Moscow/Kursk railway. 

BRITISH JOURNAL OF RUSSIAN PHILATELY. 

TARIFF RATES FOR ADVERTISEMENTS. 

Up to three lines 
Up to seven lines 
One eighth of a page. 
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Thanks to an introduction by Nr.S.D.Tchilinghirian, some fresh information 
has come to light on the subject of the Refug1?e Camps. 

Mr.S.Salzer (Istanbul) informs the writer that he has some Wrangel stamps 
on blank paper bearing cancellations:-

a) Camp Galatarya. 
b) Camp Canrobert. 

The obliterators are similar to those of the other Camps. Camp Canrobert 
is mentioned by lJir.Rosselevitch in his articles in the 'Rossica' Journal; he states 
that whilst stamps were issued to that Camp, they were never in fact used. It is quite 
possible that the same applied to Galatarya. i1r.Salzer says he actually visited both 
these camps himself so there is no doubt about their existence. Camp Galatarya was 
situated about 25 lan. from the centre of Istanbul, close to where the aerodrome of 
Yesilkoy (once San Stefano) now lies. 

Mr.Negus' article in Journal 27 makes very interesting reading but I feel I 
must correct him on at least one very important point in Appendix "Catalogue Special de 
Timbres Postes". It is unfortunate that Mr.Negus has not seen copies regularly of 
the periodical "Le Timbre Sovietique", published by "Le Cercle France-U.R.S.S." and by 
this presumes that it has ceased publication. I have received this very interesting 
little journal with regularity twice yearly before and since February 1957. .As a 
member of the Circle for several years, I have received very helpful and useful information 
from M.Gabriel Citern, their President and Editor of their Journal. 

Reference to footnote; in regard to the several new techniques having been 
developed in achieving multicoloured reproductions, a vel'"Y useful 100 page booklet was 
published in Moscow on the occasion of the Russian Postage Stamp Centenary. In this, 
one will find a 28 page chapter on the 'Technology of Postage Stamp Preparation' with 
two coloured plates illustrating the method of multicoloured processing. There are, too, 
reproductions of quite interesting and import!lllt documents. I understand on good 
authority from my correspondent in Moscow, that this booklet is in very short supply in 

( continued on Pago 30 ) 
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TYPE 6 (List continued from Journal No.27, Page 32). 

Kishenev Govt. Minsk Gnvt. Morilev Govt. 
196 Ataki 211. Agatino 235 Bielitskaia 
197 Bairamchinskaia 212 Gorodishche 236 Gadilovichi 
198 Gura Golbinskaia 213 Domon0Vichi 237 Dvorets 

then Chinishmir 214 Ludishche 238 Dovsk 
199 Kavahanskaia 215 Yelsk 239 Dubrovna 
200 Kupchinskaia 216 b'hodik 240 Zhlobin 
201 Kainarv~kskaia 217 Kandano 241 Svienchatka 
202 Lipkani 218 Koreni 242 Kak:hanovo 
203 Teleneshti to 219 Lozhni tskaia 243 Krichev to 

5 • . 12.51 then 220 Lushinskaia 4.5.61 then 
Banechsksia. 221 Libiada Gura Golbinskaia 

222 Mir (see 198) 
Krasno~arsk Govt. 223 Mikhalka 244 h.ristopolie 
204 Kazachinskaia 224 Kletsk 245 Krupka 
205 Korelino to 225 . Svershenskaia 246 Lokuti 

13.5.59 then 226 Svisloch 247 Lirdi 
I~skoe 227 Siniavka 248 Merkulovichi 

206 Kustunskaia to 228 Shorodnoe 249 Pribor 
12.12.59 then 229 Smilovichi 250 Riechitsa 

Glushevskaia 230 &iolevichi 251 Bidorovichi 
207 Rubinskaia 231 Tokarnia 252 Sveskopolskaia 

232 Cherbichi 253 Sokolovskaia · 
Kurland Govt. 233 Cherepakhi 254 Tolochin 
208 Bakhhof 234 Yakimovichskaia 255 Unovskaia 
209 Dobleen 256 · Khutovichskaia 
210 Rutsau 257 Shepetovichi 

258 Shumovka 
259 Dubenki 
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Moscow Govt. 
260 Kupavna 
261 Gorenki 
262 Solneunoborskaia 
263 Kamenka 
264 Kuznetskaia 
265 Solin1Shevski Viselok 

Nizh. 
266 
267 
268 
269 
270 

271 
272 

Novgorod Govt. 
Bogoyavlenie 
Kremenki 
Lietnevo 
Miednikovo 
Nagmevka to 
8.7.63 then 

Itmanevskaia 
Polianka 
Tellovo to 
8.8.63 then 

Utkino. 

Novgorod Govt. 
273 Barsaniki to 

19.5.62 then 
Yeremino 

274 Bronnitsi 
275 Buregi. 
276 Zaitsevo 
277 Kukui 
278 Liubtsi 
279 Maka.rovskaia 

to 23.4.63 then 
Yamelbitsi 

280_ Mshat,~ 
281 Obrinskaia 
282 Oksiukovo to 

17.9.63 -then 
Isboichskaia 

283 Petrovskof 
284 Polonskaia 
285 Pomernnie 
286 Podberezie 
287 Khotilovo 

Ufa Govt. 
288 Askin 
289 Busavyasi to 

4.6.61 then 
Tolbasi 

290 Viernie-Kliuchi 
291 Eirgan 

Ufu Govt. (contd.) 
292 Kishkalasha 
293 Leyashli 
294 Mirskizavod 
295 Monastirskoe Drivanai 
296 Naberezlmie Chelni 
297 Satkinski Zavod 
298 Ta..<Jtuba 

Orenburg Govt. 
299 Verkhne Ozerskaia 
300 Zvierinogolovskaia 
301 Karakulskaia 
302 Kizilskaia 
303 Kundravinskaia 
304 Nizhni Ozerska.ia 
305 Ustiuzhskaia 

Orel Govt. 
306 Berezovskaia 
307 Dravkovo 
308 Izvali 
309 Polevo-Petrovskaia 
310 Tostodubovki 
311 Chushevskaia 
312 Ugroraiskaia 
313 . Chernava 

"'\. -. 
Odessa Govt. 
314 Kodinzovo 
315 Podgorinovskaia 
316 SeveriNovskaia 
317 Tiligulskaia 

Olnnets Govt. 
318 Arkhangelskaia 
319 Aleksandro-Svirskaia 
320 Bordovskai& 
321 Gomorovichi 
322 Kesko-Ozero 
323 Krechetovskaia 
324 Febovskaia 

Penza Govt. 
325 Ershovo 
326 Issa 
327 Kamenku 
328 Pichileika 
329 Troitsk 
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Perm Govt. 
330 Achitskaia 
331 Bogorodskaia 
332 Bieloyaskaia 
333 Dolmatovo 
334 Zlatoustovskaia 
335 Kirgishanskaia 
336 S\igadskaia 
337 Sosnovskaia 

Podolia Govt. 
338 Dzhurino 
339 Medzhibozh 
340 Novokonstantinovka 
341 Ulanov 

Poltava Govt. 
342 Boriapol 
343 Bunyakovskaia 
344 Bielotserskaia 
345 Zhuki 
346 Karlovka 
347 Omelnik 
348 Opochnaia 
349 Fedorovka 
350 Chernukha 
351 Ya.gotino to 

5.7.59 then 
P.O. 92. 

Pskov Govt. 
352 Borovichi 
353 Biezhanitsa 
354 Vishgorod to 

12.9.61 then 
Mikheevo (Kaluga) 

355 Dulovka 
356 Zvoni 
357 Kateshnoye 
358 Kresti 
359 Kriukovo 
360 Mikhailov-Pogost 
361 Mokhovaya 
362 Gorki 
363 Novgorodka 
364 Pechori 
365 Rubilovo 
366 Svietiya Gori 
367 Issa 
368 Sorokino 
369 Stremushka 
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Estland Govt. 
370 Vaivava 
371 Vardel 
372 Verver 
373 Khokhencheits 
374 Iedefer 
375 Esheld1t 
376 Ke.gal 
377 Leal 
378 Liva 
379 Loop 
380 Risti 
381 Kunafer 
382 Peddrus 
383 Setkud 
384 Turinel 
385 Fredrikshof 
386 Chudlein 

(Contimied from Page 27) 

Livland Govt. 
'587 Gallik 
388 Z&nnetns 
389 Zurne 
390 !safer 
391 Kirkhh.olm 
392 Kokenhuzen 
393 Kuikats 
394 Kurkund 
395 Lentsendorf 
396 Lips 
397 Mensten 
398 Moisekiul 
399 Neuhausen 
400 Nennal 
401 Oger 
402 Rantsen 
403 Remersdorf 
404 Roidemiois 
405 Roop 
406 Ruen 
407 Skakeln 
408 Teilits 
40g Torna 
410 Udern 
411 Engelhardshof 
412 Iungfernhof 

Riazan Govt. 
413 Gavrilovskaia 
414 Erakhturskaia 
415 Zlobino 
416 Izhevskoe to 

25.7.53 then 
Kaxmanovskaia (Smolen.) 
and Kosinskaia (Kiev) 

417 Okulov 
418 Sasikino 
419 Suiskaia 
420 Yakimetskaia 

Samara Govt. 
421 Dergachi 
422 Zezenikovo 
423 Zorin-Khutor 
424 Melekess 
425 Novo Georgievskaia 
426 Fedorovskain 
427 Cherdaklinskaia 

(to be contimied) 

the Soviet Union and very much sought after by philatelists there. 

Two other publications dealing with philately in general have been sent to me, 
one published in 1958, the other in 1959. The first, "Kak Sobirat Pochtovi Marki" by 
E.Daiges, and the second "0 Chem Rasskaziveyum l'iarki" by R. Bershc.dsldi. This, like 
the first, is not confined to Russian stamps only, but it contains some very amusing 
coloured sketches and illustrations by .t-i..Itkina. and G.Mnkeimova. 

One last observation, in regard to New Issues, although n~ specific reference 
is made, if one studies the varieties in the Russian catalogue one soon finds that a 
variety is in fact n new issue. .As an example S.G.2006 the 1956 Aivasov stamp first 
issued wrongly spelt, in two shades and comb perf. 12 x 12½ is given as a variety of 
the correctly spelt stamp issued line perf. 12½-. This last observation is of course 
only my opinion. 

J.Lloyd. 
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f J.lb ZIMSTVO Gl\LfTTII~ 
CONTINUf1' 

NOVGOROD GOVERNMENT 

(Ten zemstvo - issuing cities: Byelozersk, Borovichy, Cherepoverts, Demiansk, 
Kirilov, Novgorod., Stareya-Russat Tikhvin, Ustyuzhna. and Valdai). (See map of the 
Government on the following page). 

Period of zemstvo activity within the government: 1868-1914. 

Lying in the north east section of Russia, the government of Novgorod. is 
bounded by those of St.Petersburg, Olonetz, Vologda, Yaroslavl, Tver and Pakov. The 
norrth east portion is dotted with some 3,000 lakes while the southern part is occupied 
by the Valdai plateau, source of nearly all the great rivers of Russia. ·Fifty-five 
per cent of the government's area is covered with forests and vast marshes, overgrown 
with thin forests . of birch and elm, cover one-seventh, mainly in the east and north. 
Chief river is the Volkhov which flows north from Lake Ilmen in the west to Lake 
Ladoga. in the Olonetz govermnent. 

Area: 47,223 square miles. Population: l,367,022 ·in 1897. 

The government's infertile soil means that grain must be imported although 
some eye is raised. There is some industrial activity, such as ship-building (river
boats), operation of snw mills, coal and turf mining, but the extensive river traffic 
provides most of the employment, although it was so insufficient that each year about 
one-fourth of the government's mnles went into neighbouring areas in search of work •. 
The carpenters and masons of Novgorod were recognised craftsmen. 

Novgorod's marshos helped prot0ct it from the Mongol invasions of the 13th 
Century, but in 1475-78 Ivan III succeoded in forcing his way into the capital city 
of the same name and a century later Ivan the Terriblf: completed the conquest. In 
the last half of thG 19th. Century the local zemstvo councils were active and effective 
in spreading education through the villages and towns. Seven of the government's 
ten zemstvo postal systetlS were started in the 1868-70 period and five of those began 
in 1868. 

The only Novgorod city of iriportance which did not issue zemstvo stamps was 
Kresttsy. 
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Novgorod Government 

1. Novgorod 6. Kirilov 
2. Bielozersk 7. Staraya.-Russa 
3. Borovichi 8. Tikhvin 
4. Cherepovets 9. Ustyup,hna 
5. Demiansk 10. Valdai 
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Borovichi (Novgorod Government) 

Stamp Issuing Period: 1868 - 1911. 

Borovichi lies in the south central portion of Novgorod government. A 
railway spur line, which crosses the northerly flowing Mstn river, links it with the 
St.Petersburg-,-Tver railroad to the west. Its population in 1900 w~s 9,400. There 
are coal mines in the are~ and the soil is of little value for agriculture. Borovichi 
craftsmen became known in the late 19th. century for the making of excellent accordions. 

Strunps: Borovi.chi had nine issues of staI!lps in six designs, one of which was 
lozenge shaped and t h· others rectangular. Some of its stamps were similar to the 
Imperial issues; some ( (,f 1898) resenibled the Tver stamps of 1888 which resembled 

· Imperial stamps of 1884. 

All but one design featured a. sun ( with dots and lines indicating eyes, nose 
and oouth.) radiating rays. To its right is a three-tiered structure resembling a 
mine tipple. 

Borovichi's first three issues were of 5 kopecks value, dropping in 1876 to 
3 kopecks at which value they remained. Until 1886, with one exception in bronze, 
Borovic~c.i st::unps were bi-colou~od in black and red or green. Subsequent ones appeared 
in rc·s .::l or carmine until the fin'l1 is8Ue ( which resemb!Hs the Imperial issue of 1889) 
appeared in lilac brown. 

Bielozersk (Novgorod Govermnent) 

Stamp Issuing Period: 1868 - 1914. 

Bielozersk li..::s in the marshy east central section of Novgorod government 
on the south shore of Le.ke Bielozero about 20 miles west of Kirilov with which it is 
joined by a railway ond a road~ Its inhabitants wore engaged in timber felling, fishing 
end water transportation of grain and cereals to St.Petersburg, returning with 
manufactured goods. Bielozersk's population in 1900 was about 6,000. 

Stamps: Bielozersk emitted 23 issues in 14 designs duri;1g the 46 year 
p~riod of its zemstvo postnl nctivity which was the longest of any Novgorod commwri.ty. 
Five of the designs showed a Maltose cross above a quarter moon below which were two 
crossed fish. This design nlso was incorporat8d into the coat of arms on the Bcldunut 
type St.Potersburg "key plate" stamps executed for Bielozersk by the State Printing 
Office in 1893-1901. other designs were type set, usually displaying prominently the 
figure of vnlue. Various coloured papers in addition to white were used and ink 
colours which wore of a wide variety were solid. Values were 2, 3, and 10 kopecks. 
In 1908, a raise in the postal rate from 2 to 3 kopecks resultod in surcharges of the 
new value on old issu~s until a new series appeared. 
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Cherepov0ts (Novgorod Government) 

Stomp Issuing Period: 1869 - 1912. 

Cherepovets lies in the south east portion of Novgorod government on the 
north bank of the Shekana river near the point where it is joined by the Suda river. The 
city is on important point on the old Nariinak canal and river system, linking the 
Baltic and the Caspian Seas, and it is on one of the great north-south trade routes that 
dates back to the Ninth Century. The Rybinsk reservoir is located nearby. 

The city's population in 1900 was about 5,000. Its people engage in timber 
work, boat-building, fishing and river transportation. Small iron works existed in 
the aren. Semi-annual fairs contributed to the city's economy. 

Stamps: Cherepovets had five issues of stamps, appearing in two designs plus 
its final issue which was a st.Petersburg "key plate" stamp of the Ardatov type. Jl.l.l 
were of 3 kopecks value. The city's first issue was a plain rectangular design with 
"3k" in a white circle against a netted background with a small figure "3" in each 
corner. The third issue, appearing in 1884, resembled somewhat the 1883 issue of 
Kirilov. It was in smaller form with a coat of arms enclosed in an oval. The upper 
half shows two bears facing a pedestal supporting a crown. The lower half of the 
field is divided vertically with a shield at the left and at the right a sun and tipple, 
like those on the Borovichi stamps. This design underwent minor changes when it was 
re-done for the St.Petersburg "key plate" issue. 

Demiansk (Novgorod Government) 

Stamp Issuing Period: 1868. 

Demiansk lies in the south central section of Novgorod government ten miles 
north of its boundary with Tver government. In 1870 its population was only about 
4,000. Felling of timber and raising of grains on the poor marshy soil of the region 
were the chief occupations of its inhabitants. 

Stamps: Demiansk had only one issue of stamps, a crude hand.stamped emission 
which served until suppression of the post in 1878. The design, which measured about 
12 x 16-} mm. showed in the upper portion the two bears of the Novgorod coat of arms 
with each supporting a sceptre. The lower half shows a small figure of a woman, 
apparently that of a Virgin, holding u child. Demiansk stamps were black on blue 
paper and were issued gummed. 

Kirilov (Novgorod Government) 

Stamp Issuing Period: 1869 - 1909. 

Kirilov lies in the eastern section of Novgorod government about 20 miles 
east of Bielozersk on the Sukhona river. The river, which is navigable, links Lake 
Bielozoro with Lake Oskuberskoy&, ten miles south east of the city. Kirilov's 
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population in 1900 was about 4,300. Fishing, agi.culture and river transportation were 
the principal occupations of the inhabi tonts. Kirilov is the site of the convent of 
Kirilov-Bielozersk:y, founded in 1397 by St.Cyril. 

Stampsi Kirilov had seven issues of stamps, appearing in five principal 
designs, the last being a loc.3.lly-produced version of the Bakhmut type of a St. 
Petersburg "key plate11 design. Kirilov's first two stamps were square in format, 
printed in black ink on brown-red and on lilac rpse paper. Two concentric circles 
with rather crude lettering formed their designs. The third appeared in several 
printings with minor d0sign changes. It shows a coat of arms in an oval with the 
bears of Novgorod and -~heir crossed rods and staves in the upper half of the field 
while a. woodcutter's Z!Jrse of crossed timbcro is in the lower half. Colours are 
principally solid green, carmine and blue, with a series of bi-coloured (blue or indigo 
and red) 9.ppearing in 1903. All Kirilov stamps were of a 2 kopecks value. 

Novgorod (lfovgorod Government) 

Stamp Issuing Period: 1868 - 1889. 

Novgorod, cnpi:':;cl city of the government of the same name, lies in the western 
section of the gove:n.i;:,.:-;.~+, on the north shore of Lake Iltnen. A rail line extending 
north east meets the St .,Pet~rsbu:::-e-:','"er line 46 miles east of the city and also one 
circling the lake on th'} west joins the same line further south. The city is also 
on the Wolchanow river that links Lake Ilmen with Lake Ladoga to the north. 

Novgorod was commercially important for many years, but the opening of a 
canal and its being by-passed by the St.Petersburg--Tver rail line hurt it economically. 
Its residents had made their living from river traffic, gloss factories, paper mills, 
saw mills ruld ship building. Trade was carried on by corporations ond a town council 
("vyeche") ruled the city, whose population in 1900 was 26,':!]2. The city had four 
monastries and two convents. There is a monument in Novgorod erected in 1862, one 
thousand years after the f0unding of Russia during a time when the Novgorodians were 
called Varangarians. Sweden held the city in the 17th. Century for seven years, but it 
was retaken by Russin. only to dwindle in commercial importllllce. 

Stamps: Novgorod emitted 12 issues of stamps in five rather similar designs 
and, in 1889, its last issu~, a multi-coloured one similar to that of Kologriv's of 1888. 
All showed the Novgorod coat of arms with two facing bears holding crossed staves. 
Black and blue inks on violet, yellow and blue papers were used in the early issues. 
Later white paper was used. Values were 3 and 5 kopecks. 

Staraya-Russa (Novgorod Government) 

Stamp Issuing Period: 1881 - 1882. 

Stareya-Russa is situated at the south end of Lake Ilmen, 58 miles south of 
the city of Novgorod. The river Polista flows into Ilmen at this point. Sto.rcya-
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Russa, chief city of its district, had a population of 15,234 in 1900. Brine springs 
east of the city provided mineral waters which attracted visitors whose swmner trade 
provided a large portion of the city's income. There was also trade in eye, oats and 
flax, most of which was shipped north by river boat or rail to St.Petersburg. There 
were small lumber and saw mills in the city. 

Staraya-Russa I s name dates back to 1167 in Russian annals. It was part of 
the old republic of Novgorod and it suffered repeatedly in the wars between Russia, 
Lithuania and Livonia. 

Stamps: Stareya-Russa had only one stamp, hand.stamped, which appeared in 
three emissions on rough, yellowish nr whitish paper in squares drawn by pencil. The 
plain octagonal design showed a figure "5" in an oval enclosed by a rectangle with an 
inscription outside the rectangle but inside the stamp's dnuble outer frame lines. 
Ink colours were grey blue or greenish blue. The post was suppressed in 1885. 

Tik."'i.vin (Novgorod Government) 

stamp Issuing Period: 1868 - 1903. 

Tikhvin, located about 110 miles easterly of st.Petersburg, lies in the 
northwestern part of Novgorod govermnent, a picturesque forested and hilly country with 
reddish cliffs overlooking the Syas river flowing past the city t~ Lake Ladoga. 50 miles 
to the north west. South eae.t of the city, the Syas is linked with the Mologa river 
by the Tikhvin Canal, built in the early 19th. Centu,·y. Because cf the poor quality 
of the soil, Tikhvin was forced to· import much of its grain and cereals. River 
commerce, fishing and timbercutting were the principal occupations of its residents. 
There are bauxite mines in the vicinity. Tikhvin was proclaimed a city an administrative 
unit (names~chestvo) in 17~. ThF_:re is an old monastery in the city. Its 
population in 1900 was 11,600. 

Stamps: Tikhvin had 19 issues appearing in 16 principal designs, ranging 
from crudely-done typeset stamps to elaborate 5-coloured lithographed ones. The coat 
of arms seen on several issues shows a sun above a crown. . In some later designs an 
open book was spread below the crown. Three issues deserve special comment: (1) 
In 1874, one stamp's inscription appeared in reverse because of the inexperience of the 
printing company which prepared it. (2) In the 1878 issue, hand-painted water colours 
were used in part of the design. (3) In 1893, Tikhvin's 5-coloured (gold, silver, green, 
black and salmon or greenish blue) commemorative issues appeared. Dates on their 
face, in addition to 1893, showod "1773-1864", the former being Tikhvin's charter year 
and the latter apparently for the zomstvo decreee of 1864 which permitted cities a 
limited amount of self-government. Until 1896, all Tikhvin stwnps were of 5 kopecks 
value; after that time they were 3 kopecJ,-...s in value. 
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Ustyuzhna (Novgorod Government) 

Stamp Issuing Period: 1889 - 1897. 

Ustyuzhna is located near the south eastern boundary of N,vgorod government 
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on the northernly flowing Tchegoda river. It is situated in marshy country with some 
nearby deposits of peat and brown coal worked by the rosidents of the area. 
Ustyuzhna is about at the midway point on the highway which links Tikhvin to the north 
and Yaroslavl to the sooth. Its population in 1900 was about 5,000. It was Ustyuzhna's 
location on the highway and river traffic systems which led to the commercial need · 
for the establishment of its zemstvo postal system. 

Stamps: Ustyuzhna was responsible for six issues of zcmstvos which 
appeared in five rather similar designs, all being typeset and all being of 3 kopecks 
value. The design c,:::nsisted of a rather ornate rectangular frame surrounding five 
words, one to a line, and the value figure "3". Various cnlllUI'ed papers were used, 
including shades of rose, orange, grey and green. All were typographed in black ink 
only. 

Stamp Issuing Period: 

Valdai (Novgorod Government) 

1871 - 1888. 

Valdai, located in the south central portion of Novgorod Government is about 
55 miles east of Lake Ilmen. It is situated in hilly, lake country, an area !mown 
as the Valdai Hills, a moraine region forming the watershed of the Western Dvina, 
Volga and the Lake Illnen basin. It is on a rail line that links it with Staraya-Russa 
to the east. Its population in 1900 was about 3,500. Valdai is the seat of the 
Iversky convent founded in 1653 by the patriarch Nikov. 

Stamps: Valdai had six issues of stamps, appearing in five chief designs, 
all rather similar and all featuring a rectangular field split by a vertical line in 
the centre. At left was a crown centred on a field of ermine; at right, a sharp crag 
or mountain peak. All issues were of 2 kopecks value and all appeared on coloured 
papers, including lilac and violet rose and olive grey. One issue (1887) was larger 
than the others. It I!leasured 26½ by 35½ IIII'l. !:l.Ild some ~ 25 types of it are lmown. 
All Valdai issues were lithographed in black ink. 

OLONETS GOVERNMENT 

(Two zel!lStvo-issuing cities; Petrozavodsk and Pudozh). 

Period of zemstvo activity within government: 1900 - 1916. 

Olonets, a northern government of Russia-in-Europe, is bounded by those of 
Archangel, Vologda, Novgorod, St.Petersburg and the country of Finland. The 3,765 
square mile expa."1Se of Lake Onega, ice-bound for more than 150 days a year, occupies 
the centre of the government. Numerous smaller lakes and forests that cover nearly 
two-thirds of its remaining land surface help make the region ill-suited for agriculture. 
The climate is harsh and I!loist. A system of canals and rivers links Lake Onega with 
the Volga to the south. 
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1. Petrozavodsk 3. Kargopol 5. Lodeinoye 
2. Pud0zh 4. Olnnets 6. Povyenets 

7. Vitegra 

Area: 57,422 square miles. Pnl)U].atiOJl: In 1881, 321,350; in 1906: 401,100; 
in 1910: 443,000. 

The cultivated areas of Olonets government 0ccupy only 2½ per cent of the 
government and the chief crops raised are rye, oats and flax. The working of the rich 
timber resources provides most of the activity f0r the inhabitants who also are engaged 
in fishing and hunting. The few limestnne quarries, sawmills, tanneries, distilleries, 
flour mills and boat building centres still were insufficient to supp~rt the 
government's small population. Each year approximately a fifth of the total male 
population left their homes to seek temporary employment elsewhere. 

Olonets was col0nised in the 11th. Century by the principality of Novgorod 
and it was annexed to Mosc0w by Ivan the Third in th~ late 16th. Century. 

The government is divided intn eight districts, chief towns of two of which 
issued zernstvos. One of these was Petrozavodsk, the capital, and the other was 
Pudozh. The other six chief t0wns were Kargnpol, LodeinPye, Pole, Olonets, Povyenets, 
and Vytegra. 
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Petrozavodsk (Olonets Qovernment) 

Stamp Issuing Period: 1900 - 1916. 

Petrozavodsk lies on the west shore of Lake Onega in the central portion 
of the Olonets government about 190 miles north east of St.Petersburg. The founding 
of an ironworks by Peter the Great in 1703 served to give the city a start in its 
commercial career, but this was in operation only until 1727. Subsequently, a 
cannon foundry, established in 1774, became one of its chief institutions and in· l802 
the city was designated as the capital of Olonets Government. Brick works, tanneries, 
and facilities for the building of boats and the making of iron and c~pper were 
developed fln small scale. The popruation grew from 11,027 in 1865 to 12,521 in 1897. 
A mining school and two catheJrals were added to the conmunity's assets. It is the 
seat of a bishop. (The Soviets changed the city's name to Kalininsk). 

Stamps: Petrozavodsk had only one design for its stamps which appeared in 
two printings, distinguished in the final emission by duller shades and thinner pa'.l)H1.·, 
The design is that of a coat of arms showing a shield held on a left arm while, below, 
are two crossed chains with balls at both ends. The stamps were typographed in solid 
colours, including brown, orange, green, blue, red violet and grey. Values were 1, 
2, 3, 5, 10, 15, and 20 kopecks. 

Petrozavosk's stamp design was one of the five basic key plate designs 
prepared and executed by the .:>tamp Printing Office at St.Petersburg. 

Pudozh (Olonets Government) 

Stamp Issuing Period: 1903 - 1916. 

Pudozh is located in the central sectinn nf 010nets government, 20 miles east 
of Lake Onega on the V'Jdla. river which flows into the lake·, providing a means for 
fl0ating timber from Pudl)zh to other areas. Pudozh is a lumber t:Jwn with saw mills 
as its principal activity althnugh it serves as a supply point also fl)r the hunters and 
trappers in this regir.n. Its population in 1900 was about 3,500. 

Stamps: Pudozh had two issues of stamps, bnth of the Ardatov variety of 
the St.Petersburg key plate issues. The design on the coat of arms is somewhat similar 
to that on the Petrozavodsk stamps except that the arm holding the shield extends fr0m 
the left side of the field instead ~f from the right. The two crnssed chains and 
four balls also are present but in the lower half nf the field has been added a drawing 
of three logs rnped together. Seven values were issued in the first series - l, 2, 3, 
5, 10, 15 and 20 kopecks (as was th~ case with Petrozav<'<isk). Colours were brown 
red orange, green, blue, red, lilac and grey. In the second issue, nnly four val.ues 
(2, 5, 10, and 20 kopecks) appeared and their colours were changed to yellowish red, 
red, blue and green, respectively. 
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